LionPATH Updates 9-21-2017

Completed

- Accessibility review of new student UI; numerous adjustments are required to ensure maximum accessibility.
- Regular refresh of QNA Instance – September 19th
- Onboarded three new staff members.
- Implemented “M.A./M.S. Culminating Experiences and Transcript Notations” along with training and additional to the On-Line Library (Grad Group).
- Restored the option to reject an validated address added to/updated in LionPATH--This fix (in conjunction with EIO) will present the user (staff and students) with the option to reject the validated address.

In progress/ongoing

- Technical Team assessing impact of PeopleTools 8.56. All process types run to completion and are working. The fundamentals seem to be good. We are on schedule for the upgrade scheduled for Thanksgiving break 2017.
- Identifying test scripts to be run as part of the 8.56 upgrade.
- Working with OSA to implement new direct load fee structure that goes into effect October 1.
- Work with BI Team on iTwo data roll-outs
- Six-eight team members involved in responses to various auditors—Internal and Deloitte IT auditors.
- Redesign of public interface: public.lionpath.psu.edu
- Redesign of launch.lionpath.psu.edu
- Disaster recovery plan
- Adding LionPATH jobs to Control-M scheduling system
- Continuing planning for 2018 mandatory health insurance initiative
- Process for handling merges of “duplicate identities” handling process in conjunction with OIS
- Enhancing No Show process for fall term

Upcoming

9/28  Census file extract
10/4  First Date to Enroll in Spring 2018
10/6  Start of Production code freeze associated with 8.56 Tools Upgrade
12/7  First migration post upgrade
      Release of redesigned public.lionpath.psu.edu and launch.lionpath.psu.edu websites

Issues

- Still working with key functional offices on support model; meanwhile we are collectively not delivering support in a systematic fashion and need all offices to participate in ServiceNow.